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Outcome:

Students learn to apply deductive reasoning in the

process of developing their mathematical and

scientific thinking skills (here scientific/mathematical

is not limited to science or maths as subjects) to

think logically using available facts to arrive at valid

conclusions.
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Activity 2: Name Game

Objectives:

• Thinking about the words around

consciously

• Categorizing words

• Developing a schema for the concept

�NOUN�

Level: Class 2, 3

Material: Board, chalk, notebooks and pencils

Procedure:

Activity can be done in small groups or with the
entire class. Managing small groups will be
easier as then children themselves can take care
of many things.

1. Ask children to make the following four
columns in their note books

2. 1. Name 2. Place 3. Thing 4. Animal. Make
it clear that in the name column they are
supposed to write name of a person, boy or
girl and in the place column name of a city,
in the thing column name of anything and in

the animal column name of any animal.

There is scope of a lot of variation here.

3. In each column they are supposed to write

one name from the above mentioned

categories.

The name/s will start from a specific letter which

will be decided by one of the child from the

group/ class. For example a child can come and

ask that they should write words which start

with �S�. Now all have to write words in each

category which starts with �S� for example;

After a trial, make it time bound. The group

that finishes first gets to speak out the answers.

Another child can come and say letter �E�.

Now all have to write words in each column

which start with letter �E�. The same letter like

�S� can also be repeated with new words. The

activity will go on like this.  Children can write

as many words as they want.

Discussion:

There is no need to rush this activity and finish

it in one period. If children continue enjoying it,

it could be carried out for days. Since the

challenge is to come up with new names with

the same letter, this will push children to look at

the books, maps, etc. so that they can enhance

the collection of words.

When children have fair understanding of this,

teacher can also introduce the concept of noun.

This activity may also help in establishing the

relationship between letters and sounds.
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